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Abstract

Current standards for designing and reporting
human evaluations in NLP mean it is generally
unclear which evaluations are comparable and
can be expected to yield similar results when
applied to the same system outputs. This has
serious implications for reproducibility testing
and meta-evaluation, in particular given that
human evaluation is considered the gold stan-
dard against which the trustworthiness of auto-
matic metrics is gauged. Using examples from
NLG, we propose a classification system for
evaluations based on disentangling (i) what is
being evaluated (which aspect of quality), and
(ii) how it is evaluated in specific (a) evaluation
modes and (b) experimental designs. We show
that this approach provides a basis for deter-
mining comparability, hence for comparison
of evaluations across papers, meta-evaluation
experiments, reproducibility testing.

1 Introduction

Human evaluations play a central role in Natural
Language Generation (NLG), a field which has
always been wary of automatic evaluation met-
rics and their limitations (Reiter and Belz, 2009;
Novikova et al., 2017; Reiter, 2018). NLG has
trusted human evaluations perhaps more than any
other NLP subfield, and has always gauged the
trustworthiness of automatic evaluation metrics in
terms of how well, and how consistently, they cor-
relate with human evaluation scores (Over et al.,
2007; Gatt and Belz, 2008; Bojar et al., 2016; Shi-
morina et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2019; Mille et al.,
2019; Dušek et al., 2020). If they do not, even in
isolated cases, the reliability of the metric is seen
as doubtful, regardless of the quality of the human
evaluation, or whether the metric and human evalu-
ation involved aimed to assess the same thing.

More generalised conclusions are sometimes
drawn, for example that BLEU scores do not corre-
late well with human judgements of specific quality

criteria1 such as ‘Fluency,’ ‘Naturalness,’ ‘Read-
ability’ or ‘Overall Quality’2 in the general case
(Novikova et al., 2017; May and Priyadarshi, 2017;
Reiter, 2018; Shimorina et al., 2018; Dušek et al.,
2020; Sellam et al., 2020; Mathur et al., 2020).
However, such comments make the assumption
that, and only really make sense if, multiple evalu-
ations of, say, ‘Fluency’ do in fact assess the same
aspect of quality in the output texts. We argue
that we do not currently have a way of establishing
whether any two evaluations, metric or human, do
or do not assess the same thing.

In fact, we have plenty of evidence (Section 2)
that in many cases, when two evaluations use the
same name for a quality criterion, they do in fact as-
sess different aspects of quality, even for seemingly
straightforward criteria like ‘Fluency’ and ‘Read-
ability.’ And conversely, evaluations that do use dif-
ferent terms often assess identical aspects of quality.
In this situation, not only are we on shaky ground
when drawing conclusions from meta-evaluations
of metrics via correlations with human evaluations,
but not knowing when two different evaluations
should produce the same results also has clear im-
plications for reproducibility assessments.

In this paper, we propose a classification sys-
tem that disentangles the properties of evaluation
methods, providing a basis for establishing compa-
rability. We start with issues in how human evalua-
tions are currently designed and reported in NLG
(Section 2). We then discuss the difficulties of dis-
entangling the properties of evaluation methods
(Section 3), and present the proposed classification
system consisting of three quality-criterion proper-
ties, three evaluation modes, and 12 experimental
design properties (Section 4). Next we demonstrate
how these combine to form a classification system
that supports comparability (Section 5), and show
how the system can be used in the context of de-

1Term initially used informally, defined in Section 3.
2Quotes to indicate no specific meaning intended.
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signing and reporting evaluations, meta-evaluations
and reproducibility testing (Section 6). We finish
with some discussion and conclusions (Section 7).

Notational conventions: We use boldface for de-
fined terms where they are being defined (e.g. qual-
ity criterion), italics where we want to emphasise
that we are using a term in its defined meaning
(e.g. quality criterion), and normal font otherwise;
a combination of italics, boldface and capitalised
initials for names of quality criteria with definitions
(e.g. Fluency); and italics and double quotes for
verbatim definitions of quality criteria from papers
(e.g. “ease of reading”).

2 Issues in Comparing Human
Evaluations in NLG

Human evaluations in NLG currently paint a con-
fused picture3 with very poor standards for design-
ing and reporting evaluations (van der Lee et al.,
2019). In this section we focus on those aspects
that make it hard to compare different evaluations.

2.1 Quality criterion names

Different papers use the same quality criterion
name with different definitions, and the same defini-
tions with different names. Even for less problem-
atic criteria names such as Readability,4 substantial
variation exists. Some definitions are about reading
ease: “Ease of reading” (Forrest et al., 2018); “a
summary is readable if it is easy to read and un-
derstand” (Di Fabbrizio et al., 2014). Others veer
towards fluency: “how fluent and readable [the
text is]” (Belz and Kow, 2010); “readability con-
cerns fluency of the textual data” (Mahapatra et al.,
2016). Yet others combine multiple aspects of qual-
ity: “measures the linguistic quality of text and
helps quantify the difficulty of understanding the
text for a reader” (Santhanam and Shaikh, 2019);

“[r]eadability is [...] concerned with the fluency and
coherence of the texts.” (Zang and Wan, 2017).

A far messier criterion name is Coherence, some
definitions referring to structure (underlined text be-
low) and theme/topic (dotted underline), some just
to one of the two, and others to neither (last three
examples): “[whether] the poem [is] thematically
structured” (Van de Cruys, 2020); “measures if a
question is coherent with previous ones” (Chai and

3See our survey of 20 years of human evaluations in NLG
(Howcroft et al., 2020).

4Note that the examples in this section were chosen at
random, not because they vary most widely.

Wan, 2020); “measures ability of the dialogue sys-
tem to produce responses consistent with the topic
of conversation” (Santhanam and Shaikh, 2019);

“measures how much the response is comprehen-
sible and relevant to a user’s request” (Yi et al.,
2019); “refers to the meaning of the generated sen-
tence, so that a sentence with no meaning would
be rated with a 1 and a sentence with a full mean-
ing would be rated with a 5” (Barros et al., 2017);

“measures [a conversation’s] grammaticality and flu-
ency” (Juraska et al., 2019); “concerns coherence
and readability” (Murray et al., 2010).

The inverse is also common, where the same def-
inition is used with different criterion names. E.g.
Chen et al. (2020) define Language Naturalness
as “whether the generated text is grammatically
correct and fluent, regardless of factual correct-
ness”, while Juraska et al. (2019) give essentially
the same definition (see preceding paragraph) for
Coherence. Wubben et al. (2016) define Fluency
as “the extent to which a sentence is in proper,
grammatical English”, while Harrison and Walker
(2018) use a very similar definition for Grammat-
icality: “adherence to rules of syntax, use of the
wrong wh-word, verb tense consistency, and over-
all legitimacy as an English sentence.”

In some cases where criterion names are differ-
ent, it is slightly more evident that criteria are in
fact closely related, as with Wang et al. (2020)’s
Faithfulness, Cao et al. (2020)’s Content similar-
ity, and Zhou et al. (2020)’s Content preservation,
all of which measure the extent to which the con-
tent of an output overlaps with that of the input.

However, in many cases similarities are unguess-
ably obscured behind criteria names, as is the case
for the following names, all defined as the useful-
ness of the output text for completing a particular
task: Dialogue efficiency (Qu and Green, 2002),
Usefulness (Miliaev et al., 2003), Task completion
(Varges, 2006), Productivity (Allman et al., 2012).

2.2 Other aspects of evaluations

A vanishingly small number of papers provide full
details of human evaluation experiments. It is com-
mon for papers not to report how many system out-
puts or evaluators were used, what information was
given to them, what questions asked, etc. Our sur-
vey of 468 individual human evaluations in NLG
(Howcroft et al., 2020) indicates that in about 2/3
of cases reports do not provide the question/prompt
evaluators were shown, over half do not define the
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quality criterion assessed, and around 1/5 do not
name the quality criterion. Missing information
about experimental design is particularly problem-
atic for reproducibility testing (Section 6.3).

While some aspects of evaluations such as type
and size of rating scale, evaluation mode (Sec-
tion 4.2) etc., are relatively easy to determine from
papers, the confusion over which evaluations assess
which aspect of quality, and the paucity of detail
about experimental design in the great majority of
papers, at present mean we do not have a basis
for establishing comparability, calling into ques-
tion the validity of results from reproducibility and
meta-evaluation tests that assume comparability.

3 Disentangling Properties of Evaluations

3.1 Similarity of evaluations

When different papers report human evaluations of
Readability, we are likely to expect them to report
similar system rankings when applied to the same
set of system outputs, and similar correlations in
meta-evaluations of metrics. But would that ex-
pectation change if we then learn that one evalua-
tion measured reading time (on the assumption that
more readable texts are faster to read), and in the
other, participants were asked to explicitly rate the
readability of outputs on a 5-point scale? And what
if we are then told that definitions of Readability
and questions put to evaluators differed in each
case? The point is that we need to know how simi-
lar evaluations are, and in what respects, to inform
expectations of similarity between their results.

Conversely, when results are reported for dif-
ferent criteria (names), we may expect meta-
evaluation and correlation analysis to yield dis-
tinguishable results. This can be the case, e.g.
Belz and Reiter (2006) report high Pearson correla-
tion with all metrics for Fluency (of weather fore-
casts), but no correlations with any metrics for Ac-
curacy (of the meteorological information). How-
ever, extreme positive correlations (r = 0.93..0.99)
are often reported (Belz and Kow, 2009; Gardent
et al., 2017; Dušek et al., 2020) for pairs of ap-
parently very different quality criteria (e.g. Read-
ability/Meaning Similarity), even when assessed
separately for the express purpose of avoiding con-
flation (Mille et al., 2018, 2019; Dušek et al., 2020).

What is clear, if nothing else, is that some evalu-
ations are less similar, and others more, than meets
the eye, and that we do not currently have a sys-
tematic way of telling in what respects (in terms of

which properties) evaluations are the same and in
what respects they are different. In order to be able
to do this, we need a system that specifies what
those properties are, and provides definitions that
make it possible to determine whether evaluations
are the same or different in terms of each property.

Identifying such properties is a major challenge,
with currently little to no consensus about which
ones usefully to distinguish. One of the most basic
distinctions is between what is being evaluated and
how it is being evaluated. The former refers to the
specific aspect of quality (the quality criterion) that
an evaluation aims to assess, while the latter refers
to how it is mapped to a specific measure that can
be implemented in an evaluation experiment. It is
worth distinguishing the how from the what, be-
cause in principle there can be many different spe-
cific measures and experimental designs that can
be used to assess the same quality criterion. Yet the
distinction is rarely made in papers, contributing to
obscuring similarities between evaluations.

Definitions of what is being evaluated often re-
fer to evaluator perception, task success, or pref-
erence judgements, all to do with how outputs are
evaluated. E.g. Allman et al. (2012) define Pro-
ductivity as “the quantity of text an experienced
translator could translate in a given period of time
[compared] with the quantity of text generated by
[the system] that the same person could edit in the
given time.” The aspect of quality that is being as-
sessed is the overall quality of a translation given
the source text (the better the translation the faster
the post-editing) which is measured as the increase
in translation speed afforded by use of the system.
This is comparable to other assessments of over-
all translation quality (such as the Would you use
this system evaluations from dialogue Walker et al.
2001), and results can be expected to be similar,
but it is hard to tell this is so, because the required
information is not provided in papers.

Properties relating to how a quality criterion is
evaluated further fall into those that are more ‘im-
plementational’ in character, such as what type of
rating scale is used, with how many possible val-
ues, how many evaluators, system outputs, etc., and
those can be implemented in different ways such
as whether multiple outputs are ranked or single
outputs are evaluated separately.

3.2 Disentangled evaluation properties
The proposed system disentangles characteristics
of evaluations into 18 properties, each with a set
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of possible values, that fall into three groups as
indicated above (quality criteria, evaluation mode,
and experimental design), and in combination fully
specify an evaluation experiment. A quality crite-
rion is a criterion in terms of which the quality of
system outputs is assessed, and is in itself entirely
agnostic about how it is evaluated.

Evaluation modes are properties that need to be
specified to turn a quality criterion into an evalu-
ation measure that can be implemented, and are
orthogonal to quality criteria, i.e. any given qual-
ity criterion can be combined with any mode. We
distinguish three modes (see Section 4.2).

Experimental design is the full specification of
how to obtain a quantitative or qualitative response
value for a given evaluation measure, yielding a
fully specified evaluation method. In sum:

• Quality criterion + evaluation mode = evalua-
tion measure;

• Evaluation measure + experimental design =
evaluation method.

This three-way separation of properties, and its de-
tails in the next section, are motivated by the need
to establish comparability in two main contexts:
(i) meta-evaluation: comparability assessments of
evaluation methods are needed to inform design
of meta-evaluation studies and conclusions drawn
from them; and (ii) reproducibility testing: sim-
ilarity in terms of the quality criterion properties
indicates which evaluations should reproduce each
other’s results, while similarity in evaluation mode
and experimental design can be used to define de-
grees of reproducibility (Section 6).

4 Classification System
4.1 Quality Criterion properties
The three quality criterion properties are intended
to help determine whether or not the same aspect of
quality is being evaluated. To this end, we use three
properties to characterise quality criteria reflect-
ing (i) what type of quality is being assessed (Sec-
tion 4.1.1); (ii) what aspect of the system output
is being assessed (Section 4.1.2); and (iii) whether
system outputs are assessed in their own right or
with reference to some system-internal or system-
external frame of reference (Section 4.1.3).

4.1.1 Type of quality being assessed
The primary distinction we draw is between criteria
assessing correctness, goodness and features. For
the former two, it is normally clear which end of the

scale is preferred regardless of evaluation context.
E.g. one would normally want output texts to be
more fluent, more grammatical, more clear.5

For feature-type criteria this does not hold; in
one evaluation context, one end of the scale might
be preferable, in another, the other, and in a third,
the criterion may not apply. E.g. when evaluating
a conversational agent, Conversationality is desir-
able, but it may not be relevant in a flight booking
system. Similarly, Funny and Entertaining might
be desirable properties for a narrative generator,
but are inappropriate in a nursing report generator.

We define the three classes as follows:

1. Correctness: For correctness criteria it is pos-
sible to state, generally for all outputs, the
conditions under which outputs are maximally
correct (hence of maximal quality). E.g. for
Grammaticality, outputs are (maximally) cor-
rect if they contain no grammatical errors; for
Semantic Completeness, outputs are correct if
they express all the content in the input.

2. Goodness: For goodness criteria, in contrast
to correctness criteria, there is no single, gen-
eral mechanism for deciding when outputs are
maximally good, only for deciding for two
outputs which is better and which is worse.
E.g. for Fluency, even if outputs contain no
disfluencies, there may be other ways in which
any given output could be more fluent.

3. Features: For criteria X in this class, outputs
are not generally better if they are more X.
Depending on evaluation context, more X may
be better or less X may be better. E.g. outputs
can be more specific or less specific, but it’s
not the case that outputs are, in the general
case, better when they are more specific.

4.1.2 Aspect of system output being assessed
Properties in this group capture which aspect of an
output is being assessed:

1. Form of output: Evaluations of this type aim
to assess the form of outputs alone, e.g. Gram-
maticality is only about the form, a sentence
can be grammatical yet be wrong or nonsensi-
cal in terms of content.

2. Content of output: Evaluations aim to assess
the content/meaning of the output alone, e.g.
Meaning Preservation only assesses output

5Exceptionally, a goodness/correctness criterion can be-
come a feature, e.g. in expressionist poetry generation where
less fluency might be better, as pointed out by a reviewer.
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Figure 1: Quality-criterion properties and the 27 differ-
ent groupings they define (FoR = frame of reference).

content; two sentences can be considered to
have the same meaning, but differ in form.

3. Both form and content of output: Here,
evaluations assess outputs as a whole, not dis-
tinguishing form from content. E.g. Coher-
ence is a property of outputs as a whole, either
form or meaning can detract from it.

4.1.3 Quality with/without frame of reference
Properties in this group describe whether assess-
ment of output quality involves a frame of reference
in addition to the outputs themselves, i.e. whether
the evaluation process also consults (refers to) any-
thing else. We distinguish three cases:

1. Quality of output in its own right: assessing
output quality without referring to anything
other than the output itself, i.e. no system-
internal or external frame of reference. E.g.

Poeticness is assessed by considering (just)
the output and how poetic it is.

2. Quality of output relative to the input: the
quality of an output is assessed relative to
the input. E.g. Answerability is the degree
to which the output question can be answered
from information in the input.

3. Quality of output relative to a system-
external frame of reference: output quality
is assessed with reference to system-external
information, e.g. a knowledge base, a person’s
individual writing style, or an embedding sys-
tem. E.g. Factual Accuracy assesses outputs
relative to a source of real-world knowledge.

Figure 1 shows how the quality-criterion properties
combine to give 27 groups of quality criteria, num-
bered for ease of reference in subsequent sections.6

4.2 Evaluation Mode Properties

Evaluation modes are orthogonal to quality criteria,
i.e. any given quality criterion can in principle be
combined with any of the modes (although some
combinations are decidedly more frequent than oth-
ers). We distinguish three evaluation modes:

1. Objective vs. subjective: whether the eval-
uation involves an objective or a subjective
assessment. Examples of objective assess-
ment include any automatically counted or
otherwise quantified measurements such as
mouse-clicks, occurrences in text, etc. Subjec-
tive assessments involve ratings, opinions and
preferences by evaluators. Some criteria lend
themselves more readily to subjective assess-
ments, e.g. Friendliness of a conversational
agent, but an objective measure e.g. based on
lexical markers is also conceivable.

2. Absolute vs. relative: whether evaluators are
shown outputs from a single system during
evaluation (absolute), or from multiple sys-
tems in parallel (relative), in the latter case
typically ranking or preference-judging them.

3. Extrinsic vs. intrinsic: whether evaluation
assesses quality of outputs in terms of theief-
fect on something external to the system, e.g.
performance of an embedding system or of a
user at a task (extrinisic), or not (intrinsic).

6The tree structure is just a way of showing how the groups
relate to each other, we could have used a table instead.
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4.3 Experimental Design properties

The properties in this section characterise how re-
sponse values are obtained for a given evaluation
measure defined by quality criterion and evaluation
modes. We distinguish 12 properties:

1. System outputs: (1.1) number and (1.2) how
selected for inclusion in evaluation.

2. Evaluators: (2.1) number, (2.2) type (expert,
how related to the authors, paid/offered course
credit/voluntary, etc.), (2.3) how recruited.

3. Method for determining effect size and signif-
icance of findings.

4. Scale or other rating instrument: (4.1) size,
(4.2) list or range of possible response values,
(4.3) how presented to evaluators.

5. Form of response elicitation: e.g. direct qual-
ity estimation, (dis)agreement with statement,
user-system interaction measurements, etc.

6. Information given to evaluators: Training,
instructions, user interface, verbatim ques-
tion/prompt/etc. seen during evaluation.

7. Experimental conditions: in the lab, in the
wild, on crowdsourcing platform, etc.

It is not possible to classify a sample of papers in
terms of experimental design properties, because
very few provide much of the information. The
main relevance of the experimental design prop-
erties to the present context is that reproducibility
in the narrowest sense (Section 6) assumes that
experimental design is the same in the above sense.

5 Example Classifications

Table 1 gives example classifications using the pro-
posed system for evaluation measures7 from 19
different papers, alongside the criterion name used
in the paper. Table 2 shows the corresponding defi-
nitions given in the paper (or other evidence if none
provided), and maps each evaluation measure to
one of the groups from Figure 1. The two tables
are divided into five groups, as indicated by the
grey text inserts in Table 1. Group 1 contains eval-
uation measures where the criterion name is the
same (Fluency and Coherence, respectively), but
quality-criterion properties differ. In conjunction
with the definitions in Table 2, this demonstrates
that the three evaluation measures called Fluency

7We’re not including experimental design properties for
reasons explained in the preceding section.

in the papers in actual fact assess distinct aspects
of quality, as do the four criteria called Coherence.
The third example of Fluency in this group in fact
assesses three distinct aspects of quality, which is
likely to place a high cognitive load on evaluators.

The three evaluation measures in Group 2 have
identical classifications but different names. Based
on our classifications and information in the origi-
nal paper, these criteria are not actually distinct.

The four evaluation measures in Group 3 present
a similar case, with Reading time and Ease of
reading on the one hand, and Task success and
Usefulness on the other. However, here the evalua-
tion modes are different within each pair.

Group 4 has two examples of feature-type cri-
teria with different names but the same quality-
criterion classification; evaluation modes are differ-
ent, with one involving system rankings (relative
mode), and the other direct ratings (absolute mode).
The names used (Text complexity and Simplicity)
indicate two ends of the same scale, either one of
which may be preferable depending on context.

The evaluation measures in Group 5 involve qual-
ity criteria that appear at first glance closely related
(see Table 2). What they have in common is that
they assess aspects of the quality of referring ex-
pressions. However, none of the classifications
are exactly the same, and we would argue that the
criteria assess distinct aspects of quality: correct
pronoun usage, identifiability of referents, and fast
referent identification, the former two being cor-
rectness criteria, the latter a goodness criterion.

6 Use Cases

The proposed classification system provides a basis
for systematically comparing evaluation methods.
We can see at least three contexts in which this is
either a prerequisite or at least useful, as outlined
in the next three subsections.

6.1 Design and reporting of evaluations
At present, in the majority of cases it is generally
not clear enough from papers what quality criterion
was evaluated in a human evaluation, one of the
main conclusions we drew from our attempt to map
quality criteria reported in papers to normalised
terms and definitions in our extensive survey of
human evaluation in NLG (Howcroft et al., 2020).
The example classifications we give in Tables 1
and 2 represent our interpretation of the informa-
tion provided in each paper, but the authors may
have intended slightly different meanings, e.g. for
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Paper Criterion Name
in Paper

quality-criterion properties Evaluation Mode
Type of Qual-
ity

Form/
Content

Frame of Ref-
erence (FoR)

obj. /
subj.

abs.
/ rel.

extr.
/ intr.

Group 1 – Same name, different quality-criterion properties, same evaluation modes (2 example sets):
Yu et al. (2020) Fluency goodness form none subj. abs. intr.
Van de Cruys (2020) Fluency correctness form none subj. abs. intr.

Pan et al. (2020) Fluency correctness
(a) form (a) none

subj. abs. intr.(b) content (b) none
(c) content (c) external FoR

Van de Cruys (2020) Coherence goodness content none subj. abs. intr.

Juraska et al. (2019) Coherence (a) correctness form none subj. abs. intr.(b) goodness
Chai and Wan (2020) Coherence goodness content external FoR subj. abs. intr.
Barros et al. (2017) Coherence correctness content none subj. abs. intr.
Group 2 – Different names, same quality-criterion properties, same evaluation modes:
Wang et al. (2020) Faithfulness correctness content FoR = input obj. abs. intr.
Cao et al. (2020) Content Similarity correctness content FoR = input obj. abs. intr.

Zhou et al. (2020) Content correctness content FoR = input obj. abs. intr.Preservation
Group 3 – Different names, same quality-criterion properties, different evaluation modes (2 example sets):
Gatt and Belz (2008) Reading Time goodness both none obj abs extr
Forrest et al. (2018) Ease of Reading goodness both none subj. abs. intr.
Miliaev et al. (2003) Usefulness goodness both external FoR subj. abs. intr.
Qu and Green (2002) Task success goodness both external FoR obj. abs. extr.
Group 4 – Equivalent names, same quality-criterion properties, different evaluation modes:
Moraes et al. (2016) Text Complexity feature both none subj. rel. intr.
Narayan and Gardent
(2016) Simplicity feature both none subj. abs. intr.

Group 5 – Different names, different quality-criterion properties, different evaluation modes, related definitions:
Chai and Wan (2020) Coreference correctness both none subj. abs. intr.
Funakoshi et al. (2004) Accuracy correctness both external FoR obj. abs. extr.
Gatt and Belz (2008) Identification Time goodness both external FoR obj abs extr

Table 1: Examples of human evaluations described according to the proposed classification system.

Fluency some authors might take that to relate to
both form and content. As things stand, it is often
impossible to tell, because (a) there is not enough
information provided in papers, and (b) even if
there is, it is not described in shared terms.

A related question is how well evaluators under-
stand what they are being asked to evaluate. It is
often assumed that aspects of quality like Fluency
and Clarity, and the differences between them, are
intuitively clear to evaluators, but how certain is
this when good intra and inter-evaluator agreement
is so hard to achieve (Belz and Kow, 2011), and cor-
relations between apparently very different criteria
are so often in the high nineties (Section 3)? That
researchers struggle to explain what to evaluate is
also clear from definitions and prompts reported in
papers which often define one quality criterion in
terms of others (e.g. Rows 2, 3, 5 in Tables 1 and 2),
and use inconsistent language in quality criterion
name, definition, and prompts.

A shared classification system helps address both
the above, (a) making clear what needs to be in-
cluded in reports to convey what was evaluated, and
(b) providing a basis for conveying to evaluators

what aspect of quality they are expected to assess
in such a way as to ensure multiple evaluators end
up with the same interpretation as each other and
as the designers of the experiment.

6.2 Meta-evaluation

The standard way of validating a new automatic
evaluation metric is to obtain system-level corre-
lations with human assessments of the same set
of system outputs, usually termed meta-evaluation.
The expectation that a given metric should corre-
late with the human evaluation it is meta-evaluated
against is not normally justified, but the implicit as-
sumption is that they are measuring the same thing,
for why else should they correlate?

For example, years of mixed results from meta-
evaluating BLEU against a wide variety of differ-
ent human evaluations have resulted in conclusions
that BLEU is not a good metric, or is not reliable
enough, because it does not correlate consistently
well with human evaluations. But why should a
single metric be expected to correlate equally well
with human assessments of quality criteria as dis-
tinct as Fluency and Accuracy (of content)?
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Paper Criterion
Name Definition/evidence Suggested class

in Paper # gloss

Yu et al. (2020) Fluency “judging the question fluency” 10 goodness of form of out-
put iioR

Van de Cruys
(2020) Fluency “is the poem grammatical and syntactically well-

formed?” 1 correctness of form of
output iioR)

Pan et al. (2020) Fluency
“indicates whether the question follows the

1 (a) correctness of form
of output iioR

grammar and accords with the correct logic” 4 (b) correctness of con-
tent of output iioR

6 (c) correctness of con-
tent relative to ext. FoR

Van de Cruys
(2020) Coherence “[whether] the poem [is] thematically structured” 13 goodness of content of

output iioR

Juraska et al. Coherence “measures [a conversation’s] grammaticality and 1 (a) correctness of form
of output iioR

(2019) fluency” 10 (b) goodness of form of
output iioR

Chai and Wan
(2020) Coherence “measures if a question is coherent with previous

ones” 15 goodness of content rel-
ative to ext. FoR

Barros et al. (2017) Coherence
“meaning of the generated sentence, [...] sentence
with no meaning would be rated with 1 and a sen-
tence with a full meaning would be rated with 5”

4 correctness of content
of output iioR

Wang et al. (2020) Faithfulness

“A sentence is faithful if it contains only informa-
tion supported by the table. [...] Also, the generated
sentence should cover as much information in the
given table as possible.”

5
correctness of content
relative to input

Cao et al. (2020) Content Simi-
larity

“measures how much content is preserved during
style transfer” 5 correctness of content

relative to input

Zhou et al. (2020) Content
Preservation “preservation of original content” 5 correctness of content

relative to input

Gatt and Belz
(2008)

Reading Time
“[time] from the point at which the description was
presented, to the point at which a participant called
up the next screen via mouse click”

16 goodness of form/con-
tent of output iioR

Forrest et al.
(2018) Ease of Reading “self-reported ease of reading of the explanation

and interpretation” 16 goodness of form/con-
tent of output iioR

Miliaev et al.
(2003) Usefulness ‘how useful was the manual to cope with the task” 18 goodness of form/con-

tent relative to ext. FoR
Qu and Green
(2002) Task success “the degree of task success with respect to the user’s

original information need” 18 goodness of form/con-
tent relative to ext. FoR

Moraes et al.
(2016) Text Complexity “ability of the system on varying the text complexity

as perceived by human readers.” 25 complexity of form/con-
tent of output iioR

Narayan and Gar-
dent (2016) Simplicity “How much does the generated sentence(s) simplify

the complex input?” 25 complexity of form/con-
tent of output iioR

Chai and Wan
(2020) Coreference “measures if a question uses correct pronouns” 7 correctness of form/con-

tent of output iioR
Funakoshi et al.
(2004) Accuracy “rates at which subjects could identify the correct

target objects from the given expressions” 9 correctness of form/con-
tent relative to ext. FoR

Gatt and Belz
(2008)

Identification
Time

“[time] from the point at which pictures [...] were
presented on the screen to the point where a partici-
pant identified a referent by clicking on it”

18 goodness of form/con-
tent relative to ext. FoR

Table 2: Companion table to Table 1. Definitions/other evidence from each paper, suggested mapping to groups
from Figure 1, and gloss for each group (FoR = frame of reference; iioR = in its own right).

Even for conclusions about correlation with hu-
man assessments of individual quality criteria, such
as that BLEU does not correlate consistently well
with Fluency, the implicit assumption is that all
evaluations assessing something called ‘Fluency’
in fact succeed in measuring the same thing. Look-
ing at the first three rows of Tables 1 and 2 it is
doubtful that we currently know whether or not

BLEU does correlate consistently with Fluency.
A shared classification system for human evalu-

ation methods provides firmer ground for conclu-
sions by helping establish which groups of human
evaluations are similar enough to be expected to
correlate similarly with a given metric, and even
whether a given metric is similar enough to a given
type of human evaluation to be expected to corre-
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late well with it.

6.3 Reproducibility tests
In simple terms, reproducibility tests re-run exist-
ing evaluations in either the same way or with con-
trolled differences to see if the results are the same.
Beyond this, there is little agreement in NLP/ML,
despite growing levels of interest in the subject of
reproducibility over recent years. Not wishing to
wade into the general debate, we use the defini-
tions of the International Vocabulary of Metrology
(VIM) (JCGM, 2012), where repeatability is the
precision of measurements of the same or simi-
lar object obtained under the same conditions, as
captured by a specified set of repeatability con-
ditions, whereas reproducibility is the precision
of measurements of the same or similar object ob-
tained under different conditions, as captured by a
specified set of reproducibility conditions.8

The properties defined by the classification sys-
tem proposed here can be straightforwardly used
to serve as the set of repeatability/reproducibility
conditions, for repeatability specifying the respects
in which original and repeat measurements are con-
trolled to be the same, and for reproducibility addi-
tionally specifying in which respects original and
reproduction measurements differ.

One step further would be to select nested sub-
sets of properties to define different degrees of re-
producibility, for example:

1. Reproducibility in the first degree: all 18 prop-
erties are the same.

2. Reproducibility in the second degree: quality
criteria properties and evaluation mode prop-
erties are the same, but some or all of the
experimental design properties differ.

3. Reproducibility in the third degree: quality
criteria properties are the same, but some or
all of the evaluation mode properties and ex-
perimental design properties differ.

Such degrees of reproducibility are similar in spirit
to the four-way ‘quadrants of reproducibility’ pro-
posed recently by Whitaker (2017) and adopted
by Schloss (2018), but unlike them, the above ap-
proach (a) is not inherently limited to just two di-
mensions (data and code), and (b) does not attach

8The ACM definitions are described as being
based on VIM but it’s not clear how exactly: https:
//www.acm.org/publications/policies/
artifact-review-and-badging-current

disputed labels (replicability, robustness, generalis-
ability) to the different degrees.

7 Future Work and Conclusions

The present paper is intended as a step towards
full comparability of human evaluation methods
in NLG. There are clear directions for further de-
velopment. E.g. we have remained agnostic about
what happens within the 27 groups of quality crite-
ria defined by the proposed system (visualised in
Figure 1). Do the groups map to 27 quality criteria
that are enough for all evaluation contexts, merely
needing to be ‘localised’ to a specific task and do-
main? This might work for correctness criteria and
goodness criteria, but new criteria can be almost
arbitrarily added to the feature-type groups.

Another question is how to ensure that experi-
mental design matches a chosen quality criterion
and does not end up evaluating something else en-
tirely. We have pointed to using the terms and
definitions of the proposed classification properties
in experimental design, but not given details of how
this can be done. We can see relevance also to re-
cent machine-learned evaluation metrics (to clarify
what it is they are emulating). We plan to address
the above lines of inquiry in future work.

While this paper proposes a standard way of
classifying evaluation methods, we do not propose
a standardised nomenclature of quality criterion
names and definitions. If such a standard did be-
come widely adopted in the field, it would go a
long way towards addressing the issue of compara-
bility. However, given the deeply ingrained habit in
NLG of using ad-hoc, tailored evaluation methods
that differ widely even within small NLG subfields,
this seems unrealistic for now.

Our aim in this paper has instead been to find
a way of teasing apart the similarities and dissimi-
larities of evaluation methods used in the current,
highly diverse context, to yield a set of clearly
defined properties that provides a firm basis for
designing and reporting evaluation methods, es-
tablishing comparability for meta-evaluation, and
specifying repeatability/reproducibility conditions
for reproducibility tests.
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